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Word as a stratification of formats 
 

Raffaele Simone 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The paper proposes to view word in terms of a stratification of formats of different nature, partially interacting 
with each other. A Format in general is an abstract layout of properties, characterizing not a single word but en-
tire classes of words. The proposed formats include the Entry Format, the Morphological, Phonological, Seman-
tic and Graphematic ones. Entry Format and Semantic Format are discussed in detail, with examples from vari-
ous languages. The paper shows how the notion of format may be of use in descriptive as well as typological 
analysis and also as a solution to leftover problems, like the one of ‘impossible words’. 
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1. Recurring problems in linguistics 
 
One of the core epistemological features of linguistics as a discipline is the fact that various of its prob-
lems resurface every now and then, even when they seem to have arrived at a generally satisfying solu-
tion. This is not a marginal detail since it derives from an inherent property of the discipline. In a pre-
vious paper (Simone 2001) I suggested to explain it in terms of the fact that linguistics, in spite of its 
time-honoured aspiration to be ‘empirical’ and ‘scientific’, is properly a ‘philosophical’ matter (even if 
its practitioners are seldom philosophers stricto sensu) and it is bound accordingly to face with recurring 
problems over and over again -- exactly like philosophy. 
 The aim of this paper, however, is not to raise this issue once again, but, more specifically, to 
resume one of such recurring problems and to propose one more interpretation for it. The problem is 
no small feat, however: it is about “What is a word?”, a question that has taken various forms and dec-
linations over time and that, in spite of the appearances, seems not to have found an acceptably stable 
answer so far (Ramat 2005, 2016). The case for ‘word’ has been reopened, on the other hand, by the re-
cent robust revival of interest towards lexicon, lexicology, and lexical information, and, as an unavoida-
ble consequence, towards its core notion, namely word (a survey in Jezek 2016).  
 In this paper I shall decline the answer to the above issue under a slightly different form. I shall 
not ask “What is a word?” or, to put it otherwise, “How can we define ‘word’?”, but rather “What is a 
word made of?” I shall claim that it consists of a stratification of ‘formats’ (the core notion of the pa-
per) of various nature, interacting with each other in several ways. After presenting and articulating this 
interpretation I shall say something more in detail on two of such formats, i.e., the Entry Format and 
the Semantic Format. 
 
2. Which formats stratify in a word 
 
The term format has to be understood in its general sense, as a layout of elements and categories that 
tend to occur together according to a certain pattern. A clear instantiation of such concepts is offered 
by morphology. The Arabic word, for instance, is typically formed by two discontinuous morphs, a vo-
calic and a consonantal one, the former conveying the grammatical information, the latter the lexical 
one: both interlace according to specific formats. For instance, the meaning of NOUN OF AGENT has to 
meet the following constraints in order to get expression: 
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(1) NOUN OF AGENT: C1- ā - C2 - i - C3 
  
(1) reads: the meaning NOUN OF AGENT manifests itself as a sequence of the consonants (the Lexical 
consonantal morphs 1, 2 and 3) with the insertion, in the indicated positions, of the grammatical vowel 
morphs ā and i, in this order. This format cannot undergo any variation if one wants to get the meaning 
of NOUN OF AGENT. (2) instantiates such a format with an actual word: 
 

(2) kātib ‘one who writes → writer’ 
 
The basic idea of this paper is that a set of formats of diverse nature concur to form a word, and, more 
in general, that any word results from a peculiar stratification of such formats. The list of such formats 
is supposed to include the following (the order of presentation is irrelevant; illustrations after some 
items): 
 

(3) ENTRY FORMAT: it is the surface phrase structure of  the lexical entry. It can be mono-
word (as in cat) or multi-word (as in put down, to take for granted, etc., Fr. mise en marche, 
mettre en marche, etc., It. fare la fila, gatto a nove code, Sp. ama de casa, darse cuenta, etc.).  

  
Entry Formats may be entirely or partially filled: see It. mettere a repentaglio ‘to jeopardize’ e messa in____ 
[moto, piega, marcia, etc.] ‘starting, blow-out, starting up’1 (Piunno forthcoming). In the former case, each 
component of the phrase is on site and well defined, and none can be modified. In the latter case, a 
portion of the format can be filled in by several alternative items and the entry filling in the empty case 
may undergo semantic constraints. Some of such formats are productive as the empty part may be filled 
in by further forms in addition to the known ones. In both cases, the multiword entry has a multiplicity 
of formats (Masini 2012)2:  
 

(4) Some formats of Italian multiword entries 
a. N + N: porta finestra  
b. N di N: [lingua] [di gatto] 
c. N + SPrep: [gatto] [a nove code]    
d. AGG + AGGINTENS: stanco morto 

  
(5) MORPHOLOGICAL FORMAT: the internal morphological structure of  the word, be it 

simple (i.e., composed by one element) or complex (more than one element): 
 

a. SIMPLE: dog, cat, go, etc. 
b. COMPLEX: It. bell-ezz-a ‘beauty’ 
 

(6) PHONOLOGICAL FORMAT: the set of  phonological properties of  word (nature and suc-
cession of  phonemes, syllables, stress position, juncture features, etc.). 

 
(7) SEMANTIC FORMAT: the matrix of features associated with a class of words, particularly 

significant in major word classes (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs: e.g., nouns of agent, 
nouns of result, meteorological verbs, psychological verbs, adjectives of relationship, 
etc.). 

                                                
1 The English translation does not make clear the phrasal nature of the Italian examples: the first elements of them are messa 
in, a deverbal noun (from mettere ‘to put’) meaning more or less ‘putting into’; the final part is the variable noun discussed 
above. It is interesting to note that messa in that sense cannot occur in isolation. 
2 The discussion of the following examples deliberately ignore the obvious differences they imply and omits any type of 
morphological detail. 
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(8) GRAPHEMIC FORMAT: in written languages, the set of the privileges of occurrence of 

each grapheme (whichever its nature, alphabetic or not) in relationship to the others.  
 

For instance, in various alphabetic languages, <h> cannot occur in any position but only in some ones. 
In Italian, for instance, after <c>, <g>; in initial position, just before the vowel signs <a> (e.g., <ha, 
hanno>), <o> (<ho>). Final position is admitted just in exclamations and similar: <oh, ah, eh…>. 
Within the word, it can occur just in few isolated cases (e.g., toponyms like Rho). 
 Linguistics has acknowledged the above formats according to the diverse traditions of  investi-
gation. Morphological format, for instance, is relatively well-known. From a certain point of  view, in-
deed, the morphological investigation carried out over the last decades concentrates exactly on the vari-
ety and nature of  the Morphological Formats admissible in languages.3 Likewise, Phonological Format 
is the sound pattern of words, a classical topic of phonology, whichever be its theoretical direction. 
Phonology, when investigating the phonological structure of  the word, actually describes the possible 
vs. impossible word forms in those languages.4  
 
3. Interaction of formats 

 
It is also known that formats interact with each other and that the extent to which this interaction takes 
place may be of use as a typological criterion. A clear example of this is offered by those languages 
where the Morphological Format makes evident the Semantic Format to some extent, and, vice versa, 
those in which, given a certain Semantic Format, the Morphological Format encoding it can be inferred 
relatively easily. 
 In Arabic, for instance, the Morphological Format is notoriously codified under a restricted 
number of ‘forms’ (the traditional term of Arabic grammar), each conveying a specific grammatical 
meaning, as mentioned above. The Morphological Format in (9) 
 

(9) C1 – a - C2 - a - C3 - a  
 
(where vowels are constant while consonants are represented by the triliteral roots typical of this lan-
guage) bears a stable grammatical meaning, namely, ‘3SING IMPERFECTIVE’. More expressively, the pat-
tern  
 

(10) ma - C1 - C2 – a - C3 - a  
 
encodes the Semantic Format PLACE/SITE WHERE THE PROCESS INDICATED BY C1-C2-C3 TAKES PLACE. 
Given for instance 
 

(11) d-r-s ‘to learn, to apprehend’ 
 

ma-d-r-a-s-a will mean ‘PLACE WHERE learning TAKES PLACE, PLACE THAT HAS SOMETHING TO DO with 
learning → school’. 
 In such cases the format of  one type says something about that of  another type, with a certain 
degree of  bidirectionality. Accordingly, if  one has to encode the Semantic Format PLACE 
WHERE____TAKES PLACE an already shaped Morphological Format is available in the language. The 
other way round, if  one is exposed to a Morphological and Phonological format like madrasa one can 
plausibly infer that it refers to a PLACE where something having to do with d-r-s (namely, with learning) 
                                                
3 Grossmann & Rainer (2004) is an excellent collection of studies, many of which about subjects close to, or coinciding 
with, the notion of Morphological Format. 
4 For Italian see for instance Basbøll (1974), Bafile (2011). An overall survey in Hall (1999). 
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may take place. It goes without saying that the correspondence between formats is by no means rigid, 
mechanical and univocal. It is indeed a fuzzy one. In other terms, the semantics conveyed by a certain 
Morphological Format only contains a generic reference to a determinate sphere of  meaning.  
 Moreover, the Morphological Format of  a word cannot capture all the features of  the Semantic 
Format, but it only selects some. For instance, if  we decompose the concept of  ‘library’ into its inten-
sional features we get something like (12): 
 

(12) a physical place1 (usually covered and closed) where books2 and manuscripts3 (even nu-
merous) are orderly4 conserved5 and made accessible6 to people7 for reading8 

 
The underlined and numbered features are supposedly likely to be picked out and encoded into ele-
ments of  the Morphological Format.5 Interestingly different languages select different elements out of  
this conceptual structure and encode them morphologically. The following examples show which fea-
tures are selected in some languages to be morphologically encoded. Figures refer to the numbers of  
the features identified in (12): 
 

(13) Ancient Greek: 2-5  
 biblio-thekē 
 book-container 

(14) Chinese: 4-2-1  
 tú-shū  guǎn 
 map-book house 

(15) Arabic: 1-3  
 ma-kt-a-b-a  
 LOC-writing (with the appropriate vowels a-a in the relevant positions) 

 
In other terms, in Ancient Greek a ‘library’ is a ‘container for books’, in Chinese a ‘house for maps and 
books’, in Arabic ‘a place for writing’ or ‘a place for written things’.  
 The fact that each of the above languages selects its own solutions eloquently shows that the 
correspondence between formats can float relatively freely from one item to the others. Interestingly, 
no language among the ones considered selects seemingly significant components like 5 (conservation), 
6 (accessibility), 7 (readers), and 8 (reading). 
 
4. Impossible words 
 
The notion of  format seems to have some heuristic fertility also in connection with other issues. For 
instance, it seems to be able to give a response to the puzzling issue of  ‘impossible words’, i.e. to ques-
tions like “Is the word X possible in a language or not?”6 Fodor & Lepore (1999) raised it as a question 
of  theoretical linguistics some years ago, but it is hardly a bare theoretical issue. Also the common 
speaker asks it frequently, above all when confronted with a word s/he never heard of  before: “Is the 
word X possible in my language or not?” or, even more frequently: “Does the word X exist in my lan-
guage?”  
 One of  the cases at issue was the following one: if  English is a conversion language, how is that 
in (16) cow is possible as a noun whereas it is not as a verb (17)? 

 
(16) A cow had a calf 
(17) *It cowed a calf   

                                                
5 Various details of the argument are omitted here. For an ampler discussion, Simone (in prep.). 
6 Much debated some years ago: in addition to the papers quoted in the text above, see Johnson (2004). 
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As a result of  the debate, the reason is supposed to be syntactic:  
 
 A subject cannot incorporate into the verb that heads its predicate (Hale & Keyser 1999). 
 
For the same reason in Italian we can have (18) but not (19): 
 

(18) La madre ha avuto un figlio  
  ‘The mother had a son.’ 
(19) *Essa ha madrato un figlio  
  ‘She *mothered a son.’ 

 
In our terms, a word is impossible in a language if  it does not comply with all the formats stored in the 
system of  that language. In (19) madrare complies with the Morphological and the Phonological For-
mats of  the language, but no Semantic Format is available to comply with. 
 The latter statement has to be taken with caution, however. Even if  madrare is neither available 
nor easily intelligible, that Semantic Format is quite active in other Italian words:  
 

(20) il capo guida la rivolta → lui capeggia la rivolta 
‘the head leads the uprising’ → ‘he heads the uprising’ 

(21) il capitano guida l’assalto → lui capitana l’assalto 
‘the captain leads the assault’ → ‘he captains the assault’ 

 
As a consequence, madrare is not strictly impossible, but just unlikely in that language. Consider fur-
thermore the following case, taken from a newspaper interview: 
 

(22) Pensa  al  macchiamento della  mia  reputazione. 
  think  to_the staining  of_the my  reputation 
  ‘Think of  the sullying of  my reputation.’ 

 
Here, macchiamento is an unusual word, recorded in no dictionary, sounding odd to speakers of  Italian 
and likely not to be accepted by cultivated and linguistically discerning people. Nevertheless, it is easily 
comprehensible as a nominalization (from macchiare ‘to stain’) with a passive diathesis.7 Accordingly, it is 
interpreted in the following sense: 
 

(23) macchiamento della mia reputazione = the fact that my reputation is stained [by someone] 
  

The fact that it is not an actual item of  Italian vocabulary does not prevent it from being possible and 
understandable. In fact, macchiamento is a possible word as it respects all the formats of  Italian: phono-
logically and morphologically in order, it also complies with the Semantic Format of  NOUN OF PROCESS 
with an argumental structure as in: 
 

(24) PROCESS BY WHICH X CHANGES THE STATE OF Y: il macchiamento di yOBJ da parte di xAGENT 
 
It is obvious that the compliance with the formats available in the language is a necessary but not suffi-
cient criterion for describing a word as ‘possible’. Other features also are involved: for instance, what 
Tomasello (2003: 178ff.) calls entrenchment, i.e., the existence in the language of  other words that comply 
with the same constraints and accordingly constitute a productive exemplar for further items. In the 

                                                
7 On these aspects of nominalizations, see Simone (2000) and Simone & Insacco (submitted). 
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case of  smacchiamento, this item is more likely since numerous items in Italian vocabulary comply with 
the same formats: 
 

(25) allontanamento, avvicinamento, prelevamento… 
  ‘removal, approach, picking-up…’ 

 
This corroborates the old Sapir’s assumption to the effect that “there is not, as a rule, the slightest diffi-
culty in bringing the word to consciousness as a psychological reality”8 (Sapir 1921: 33ff); or, in our 
terms, of  the formats that stratify in a word. 
 On the basis of  the above argument, we can propose a gradatum of  lexical items in terms of  
their possibility: 

 
(26) A gradatum of  words in terms of  possibility 

 
Status Conditions Examples 

Real Words  Comply with all the formats of the language and, 
in addition, are licensed by exemplars more or less 
richly instantiated 

English cow  
‘kind of mammal’ 

Possible 
Words 

Though non recorded, comply with all the for-
mats of the language and, in addition, are licensed 
by exemplars more or less richly instantiated  

It. macchiamento  

Probable 
Words 

Non recorded, comply with some of the formats 
of the language but do not exist in the language or 
are unacceptable by speakers 

English to cow 

Impossible 
Words 

Do not comply with several (or not one) formats 
of the language) 

English *wco  
(whichever its meaning, it 
doesn’t meet the Phonological 
Formats of the language  

 
5. Entry Format 

 
Since Phonological and Morphological Formats are already acquired in linguistics, although with a dif-
ferent dubbing, let’s say something more about the other notions, the Entry and the Semantic Format.  
 It is well known that word cannot be identified as the mere sequence of segments between two 
blanks or something like this (Ramat 2005, 2016; Simone 2014). Actually there was no need for a Con-
struction Grammar to unveil that plenty of words (if not most of them) are not formed by one item but 
by combinations, even complex, of a variable number of words. Suffice it to mention English phrasal 
verbs and their analogous in various languages9 to get instances of the fact that lexical entries may be 
formed by more-than-one-word and that the variety of Entry Formats in the lexicon of any language is 
vast. 
 A repertoire of Entry Formats across languages could be a major tool for typological and lexi-
cological research but, in spite of its obvious significance, neither typology nor lexicology seem to have 
been concerned with such a work so far. We can only rely on partial if not piecemeal explorations, 
while an overall picture is still needed.10 A promising step forward in this field is the research carried 

                                                
8 Here is a more extended quotation: “Linguistic experience, both as expressed in standardized, written form and as tested in 
daily usage, indicates overwhelmingly that there is not, as a rule, the slightest difficulty in bringing the word to consciousness 
as a psychological reality” ( Sapir 1921: 33). As regards other forms of ‘psychological reality’, see Sapir (1933). 
9 On phrasal verbs in various languages and dialects, see Cini (2008). A general perspective in Simone (1997, 2008). 
10 Luque Durán (2005), even if concerned with more general issues, tries to give some responses to such typological ques-
tions. 
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out as the core part of a joint project focussed precisely on word combinations in Italian.11 This project 
has devised a specific methodology and computational tools to explore a large Italian corpus in search 
of a list of formats composed of combination of words as rich as possible (Simone & Piunno, forth-
coming).  
 The results we arrived at are promising and challenging as they show that the very notion of 
Lexical Entry we have used so far is terribly generic and unreliable. Omitting numerous technical details 
of our investigation, what is worthwhile in the present connection is that a plenty of unquestionably 
distinct Entry Formats came out that raise the problem of understanding which they are and what their 
components do say. 
 The formats we found out include the following ones. I list them with some comments added. 
 
5.2 Favourite word combinations 
 
This is how we call those combinations that do form neither collocations nor combinations proper, but 
tend to be mere highly frequent co-occurrences of elements in the corpus:  

  
(27) attendere impazientemente, bella donna, momento opportuno, triste bilancio (di un in-

cidente) ‘to wait impatiently, beautiful woman, right time, tragic toll (of  an accident)’ 
 

The elements of such combinations do not form lexical entries but are likely to cooccur in context. As 
a consequence the resulting combinations can be considered as chunks of the lexical competence by 
speakers. It is quaint, therefore, for them to be ignored in the studies on Italian and, as a consequence, 
to lack in Italian lexicography.12 
 
5.3 Combinations forming lexical entries  
 
They form an ample subset as they include at least the following items, several of which demand an in-
depth investigation: 

 
(28) Verbs 

a. multiword verbs, with various subclasses 
 mandare in onda, credere opportuno, risultare facile  
 ‘(to) air, consider as right/see fit, be easy’ 

 
b. phrasal verb 
 buttare giù, tirare su, venire via 
 ‘tear down, pull up, come away (/off)’ 
 
c. verbs with a prepositional phrase 
 andare in bestia, dare alla luce, mandare in collera 
 ‘send over the edge, give birth (to), put in a lather’ 
 
d. serial verbs, with various V1 
 fare sapere, fare avere, sentire dire, sapere fare 

                                                
11 It was the PRIN (Research Project of National Interest) n. 20105B3HE8 financed by the Italian Ministry of Education 
and University, whose team was composed of three units (Roma Tre University: Raffaele Simone, Valentina Piunno, Lunella 
Mereu and Anna Pompei; University of Pisa: Alessandro Lenci and Gianluca Lebani; and University of Bologna: Francesca 
Masini and Sara Castagnoli). The general coordination was in charge of the present author. 
12 On the contrary, their Spanish equivalents are the core of an authoritative word combination dictionary of Spanish 
(Bosque 2004). 
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 ‘let know’, ‘make have’ > ‘provide’, ‘hear say’ > ‘hear’, ‘be able to do’ 
 

e.  aspectual phrasal verbs 
 andare a…, stare per…, finire di…, tentare di… 
 ‘go to, be about to do, finish …-ing, attempt at’ 
 
f. support-verbs 
 fare attenzione, fare benzina, mettere fretta, mettere pace 
 ‘pay attention, get gas (refuel), put a rush, bring peace’ 

 
(29) Other word classes 

a. phrasal nouns 
   punto di vista, macchina da scrivere  
   ‘point of view, machine-to-write’ > typewriter’ 
 
b.  prepP adjectives 
   a gas, in codice, all’ultima moda, in bianco e nero 
   ‘gas-fired, in code, in fashion, (in) black and white’ 

 
(30) PrepP adverbs 

a colpo sicuro, a portata di mano, in lungo e in largo, in tutto e per tutto, di punto in bianco 
‘certainly, within reach, far and wide, in every way, out of the blue’ 
 

(31) PrepP prepositions 
  per mezzo di, alla fine di, assieme a, prima di, intorno a, riguardo a, rispetto a 
  ‘by means of, at the end of, together with, before, around, as regards, concerning’ 
 
(32) Verbal and nominal entries containing a compulsory initial negation, i.e., where the non 

negated form does not exist 
non pensarci più, non chiedere di meglio, non poterne più (di) 
‘get over it, do not ask for more, cannot stand’ 

 
(33) More: intensifiers  

 stanco morto, cretino integrale, innamorato pazzo, emerito sciocco 
 ‘dead tired, stupid integral’ > ‘dork, madly in love, complete fool’ 

 
Obviously each of the above formats is in need of a detailed description. A full analysis would give sur-
prising results as one would find out that what we store in our mind as the lexicon of our language con-
tains less individual words than Entry Formats and that the latter constitute a really huge and variegated 
list. 
 I don’t have the space to go into details about all the types listed above. I’ll just underline the 
interest of partially filled formats. They include one or more empty positions. For instance, a frequent 
format13 has the form: 
 

(34) colpo di [_____] 
 

                                                
13 What follows concerning partially filled formats is substantively tributary of Piunno (forthcoming). 
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where N1 (in this case colpo “hit”) is compulsory whereas the second element (the one to be inserted 
between brackets) has to be selected within a restricted repertoire of nouns, each meaning some type of 
event:  
 

(35)  a.  colpo di fortuna  
 ‘stroke of  luck’  
b.  colpo di tosse  
 ‘fit of  coughing’ 

 
The resulting phrase is a typical Light Noun-phrase (Simone & Masini 2014): N1 has just a grammatical 
function as it indicates the abruptive character of the process referred to by N2. 
 
5.4 Entry Format and word formation 
 
It is obvious that word formation tends to comply with the Entry Formats available in the language. 
Some examples will be sufficient to show this fact.  
 Chinese has numerous typical Entry Formats. Among them, a typical dvandva is formed by two 
hyponymic words and refers to their hyperonym (Ramat 2016: 112; Arcodia, Grandi & Wälchli 2010): 
 

(36) dāo-chiāng 
 sword-spear 

‘weapons’ 
 

(37) xī-dōng 
east-west 
‘things coming from everywhere’ > ‘things of various nature’ 

 
Another typical Entry Format is reduplication, with a rich variety of patterns.14 One is the sheer repeti-
tion, with a ‘reductive’ meaning: 

 
(38) tǎolùn   →  tǎolùn tǎolùn 

‘to argue’ → ‘to argue a little’ 
 

In another markedly Chinese Entry Format the elements of the dvandva refer to “the extreme poles of 
the scale” involved and have an abstract meaning (Arcodia, Grandi & Wälchli 2010: 186). 

 
(39)  cháng-duǎn 

long-short 
‘length’ 
 

(40)  duō-shǎo 
plus-minus 
‘quantity’ 

 
This mechanism is also at work for the creation of innovative Entry Formats. The relevant phenomena 
here are numerous. In the so-called ‘nonce-words’, i.e., created on an individual occasion and bound to 
fade out after, the Morphological Format is adopted in order to get the Semantic Format QUALITY OR 
STATE OF BEING X. Such is the case of doghood, soulhood (Gaeta & Ricca 2015). Analogously, the English 

                                                
14 See Paris (2007) and in general Michaud & Morgenstern (2007). 
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suffix -gate, from Watergate, has become autonomous and combines with various roots with the arbitrary 
novel meaning of “scandal, dirty affair (having to do with the reference of the first part)” (Ramat 2016: 
110). This is also the case for the Italian -poli, which can combine with a plenty of words and roots for 
the same meaning: affittopoli, tangentopoli, sanitopoli ‘scandals having to do with the renting [affitto] of pub-
lic buildings, bribes [tangente], public health services [sanità]’. 

 
6. Semantic Formats 

 
Semantic Format is an abstract layout of lexical information, or, more in particular, a predefinite matrix 
of features of various kinds (including meta-features) that as a whole lexicalize the semantics of a lan-
guage.  
 Some properties are relevant here.  
 
(a) Any exponent of a (major) Word Class15 is associated to some Semantic Format.  

 
(b) The other way round, it is not true that any Semantic Format is associated with a Word Class. 

Some Semantic Formats may be conceptually representable but are not associated with any: in 
other terms, some Semantic Format can be “thought of” but do not have a linguistic counter-
part.   
 

(c) Semantic Formats are relatively indifferent to which Word Class they associate with. As we will 
see shortly, a given Semantic Format can get a variety of linguistic counterparts.  
 

(d) Some Semantic Formats have a determinate Word Class as ‘best candidate’ counterpart, howev-
er: for instance, a Semantic Format as in (41) is better, although not exclusively, lexicalized as a 
Noun. 

 
(41) AGENT [A human X that performs the activity Y]  

 
(e) A Word Class may admit more than one Semantic Format and switch from one to the other 

through the mechanism of co-composition (Pustejovsky 1995). A Noun like letter, for instance, 
may work both as in (42) and (43):  

 
(42) I burnt this letter (letter [ARTEFACT]) 
(43) I read this letter (letter [MESSAGE, INFORMATION])16 

 
(f) It is possible to apply operations to Semantic Formats. 

 
(g) The switching of an item from a Semantic Format to others takes place according to a princi-

pled cycle and not by hazard. 
 

(h) Cross-linguistically Semantic Formats form a closed set, possibly partially universal. 
 
It may be useful to note that a certain insight into something similar to SF pops up time and again over 
the history of linguistic analysis. Among the foundations of various grammatical traditions, indeed, 
something reminiscent of Semantic Formats recurs. In the conceptual equipment of medieval theory of 
grammar, for instance, there are notions as nomen rei, nomen actionis, nomen rei actae, nomen agentis etc., each 
                                                
15 It has to be signalled that when speaking of Word Classes the reference will be just to the major ones (Nouns, Verbs, 
Adjectives) given the relatively greater simplicity of their description. 
16 Examples from Pustejovsky (1995). 
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of which describes a kind of Semantic Format. Although each of such notions is lexicalized as a Noun, 
each subclass conveys a semantics of its own and has accordingly specific syntactic properties.  
 Arabic medieval grammar, analogously, worked out a sophisticated classification of words on 
semantic principles. Nouns, for instance, are distinguished on the strength of notions akin to Semantic 
Format: such are for instance the ‘nouns of once’ (ismu al-marrati), the masdar, the ‘nouns of units’ (ism 
al-wahda) and others.17 Recognizable for a specific morphological pattern, Nouns of Once denote a dot-
like process, i.e. one having such an insignificant duration as to be taken as timeless:  
 

(44) faraba ‘to hit’ → farab-at ‘(an individual) hit’ 
 
Masdar ‘source’, on the other hand, is a noun denoting an indefinite process, i.e. one which takes time 
and is not concluded: 
 

(45) ‛arafa ‘to know’  → m‛arifat ‘(the process of) knowing’ 
(46) fakkara ‘to laugh’  → tafkīr ‘(the process of) laughing’ 
 

Theoretical constructs that have been more recently worked out – as ‘mass noun’, ‘result noun’, ‘stative 
verb’, ‘verb of change’, ‘psychological verb’, ‘verb of movement’, etc. – also respond to the need to cap-
ture the Semantic Format underlying superficial form. Moreover, various approaches to semantics and 
grammar postulate different types of Nouns, Verbs, etc., distinguished on semantic principles. So are 
Lyons’ (1977) well-known distinction among ‘orders’ of nouniness, Dixon’s (1991) notion of ‘semantic 
types’ applied to Nouns, Verbs and Adjectives, and other perspectives. 
 The constraints on Semantic Formats may be language-sensitive. The Semantic Format AGENT 
is prototypically lexicalized as a noun. Moreover this Semantic Format can be split into two sub-
Formats, one for Agents who perform a certain action regularly or permanently (as a profession or an ac-
tivity, for instance; some call it Aoristic Agent), the other for Agents who perform it just in the moment of 
utterance (then occasionally; some call it Descriptive Agent). It is interesting to note that some languages 
mark this distinction superficially; others do not. Ancient Greek belongs to the first type (Lazzeroni 
1997, 2010). Here Occasional Agents are marked by the suffix –tēr (thērē-tēr “someone who chases in 
this specific moment”) whereas -tōr marks Permanent Agent (thērē-tōr “chaser, someone who chases as a 
job”): 
 

(47) OCCASIONAL AGENT thērētēr ~ PERMANENT AGENT thērētor 
 

Another well-known example is Jespersen’s (1924: 91; quoted by Lehmann 2013): 
 

(48) he moved astonishingly fast 
(49) he astonished us by the rapidity of  his movements 

 
(48) and (49) code the same notion, with the difference that they are projected in each case onto a dif-
ferent Word Class: the Semantic Format MOVING surfaces as a verb in (48) and as a noun in (49), the 
Semantic Format ASTONISHING as an adverb and as a verb respectively, and so on: 

 As for the final point, the SF KIN is encoded as a Noun in a variety of languages: 
 

(50) Carlo  è  il  padre  di  Tommaso  
Carlo is  the  father  of   Tommaso 
‘Carlo is Tommaso’s father’ 

 

                                                
17 For details, Fleisch (1957). 
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In other languages, however, the same information is lexicalized as a verb, so giving place to a structure 
meaning approximately “Carlo fathers Tommaso”. A known example of this kind is Dyirbal where “al-
most all nouns are CONCRETE [in our terms, the SF CONCRETE lexicalizes mostly as a Noun]. Dyirbal 
has an ample supply of words dealing with states, properties, activities and speech acts, but they all be-
long to the Verb and Adjective classes” (Dixon 1991: 77).  
 
7. Conclusions 

 
It is not possible here to go more in details regarding the ways how formats interact and the heuristic 
fecundity of the very notion Format. For the time being it will be sufficient to have illustrated this con-
cept and shown with examples some capital facts. In particular the notion Format seems to be able (a) 
to shed some light on the issue of ‛impossible’ words, suggesting that speakers do have a certain aware-
ness of them as abstract mental exemplars controlling the shape of words; (b) to make clear the inter-
linking of morphological and semantic information; (c) to contribute to explain the formation of new 
words. Furthermore Entry and Semantic Formats prove to be useful tools for describing lexical infor-
mation and its semantic counterparts. 
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